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According to the news Google is making fast and great hard work to strike Apple's voice-controlled
Siri. In other words Google increase the speed of its strategy to commence an Android-based Siri
opponent which would be recognized as Google Assistant. With the help of Voice Actions feature in
the mobile the owner of the phone may bark orders also Android has featured voice-control
technology for ages. This amazing feature in your Android handset would help you perform plenty of
tasks such as sending and receiving texts, searching, playing music and so on.

However the proceedings are triggered by some precise instructions and not like Siri this smart
phone does not converse back. It seems like that Google would going to improve its voice-controlled
seek out to the complete personal-assistant category. Moreover a new-fangled Android instrument
that would generate a personalization layer by means of information from Google+ that provide a 'do
engine' which would assist you in accomplishing  authentic goals of life. In addition to this Samsung
cannot pass the time by waiting for Google's hard work. Also the Samsung Galaxy S3 is loaded with
S Voice and brand and its rival brand Siri.

Recently latest news crop up in market that LG has prepared its personal voice service known as
Quick Voice. However now it is only accessible in Korea. Google has decided to speed up the
procedure might spurred on the Apple latest declaration of iOS 6. Apple is making an attempt for
refreshing Siri and bringing locality data to the UK. Apple plan is to add games and movies
information in the smart phone along with it also introducing the self-satisfied robot assistant to the
ipad.

Basically Google is a company that is famous for searches and data manipulation and is now
creating a proficient virtual supporter should be accurate up the Big G's silicon pathway. Siri would
be updated during this autumn when iOS6 would be launched in the market. If Google has any rival
gadget then the company should up their sleeves and we can easily see the first appearance at the
around same time period. And the Google should plan accordingly to achieve successfully without
thinking about its rival company.
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